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OFFSPRING OF SILENCE, SPAWN OF A FISH, SON OF A GAZELLE...: ENKIDU'S DIFFERENT ORIGINS IN THE EPIC OF GlLGAMES" NATHAN WASSERMAN The Hebrew University



THE ACHIEVEMENTS of Prof. Jacob Klein in the study of Mesopotamian literature need no reiteration. This short contribution is offered to him with deep appreciation, hoping that its subject will fall within his manifold interests—for Enkidu is GilgameS's closest comrade, Gilgames is Sulgi's "brother and friend,"1 and Sulgi, is, I have basis to believe, the jubilarian's favorite Mesopotamian hero. '


of Silence": The Cosmological Origin of Enkidu



In the first tablet of the Standard Babylonian Version of the epic of Gilgameg we read about the creation of Enkidu, whose coming into being was deemed necessary by the great gods in order to balance Gilgames's tempestuous behavior in Uruk: "They summoned Aruru, the great one: 'You, Aruru, created [mankind], now fashion what Anu has thought of! Let him be a match for the storm of his heart, let them vie with each other, so Uruk may be rested.' The goddess Aruru heard these words, what Anu had 1. Sulgi D 291-93. See J. Klein, Three Sulgi Hymns. Sumerian Royal Hymns Glorifying • King Sulgi of Mr, Bar-Han Studies in Near Eastern Languages and Culture (Ramat: Can: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1981), 82. 2. From the vast literature concerning Enkidu, see recently A. Westenholz and U. Koch-Westenholz, "Enkidu—the Noble Savage?," in Wisdom, Gods and Literature. Studies in Assyriology in Honour of W. G. Lambert, eds. A.R. George and I.L. Finkel (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2000), 437-51. 593
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thought of she fashioned within her" (SB 194-100).3 Decreed by the assembly of the gods and conceived by Ami's idea that incubated within her, Aruru turned into the Opus itself: "The goddess Aruru, she washed her hands, took a pinch of clay, threw it down in the wild. In the wild she created Enkidu, the hero, offspring of silence, knit strong by Ninurta" (SB I 100-4).4 This creation—one cannot call it "birth"—depicts in simple words a complex cosmological event. The transmutation of clay into a living creature occurred when Aruru "took a pinch of clay" and "threw it down" on the ground. The verbal form iktari? (SB I 101), which describes Aruru's action, reverberates a few lines later in the mysterious designation of Enkidu as kisir dNinurta (SB I 104), which, in turn, is echoed in kisru Sa d Anim, mentioned when GilgameS, anticipating his encounter with Enkidu, dreams about "a rock from the sky" (SB I 247-50).5 It may be deduced, I submit, that the clay Aruru took was not simple terrestrial clay, but a divine, possibly celestial matter, and that the goddess washed her hands in order to procure this special material, similarly, perhaps, to the way Enki/Ea removed dirt from under his fingernails and created Sal turn (in Agusaja A v24),6 or Kurgarra and the Galaturra (in Inanna's Descent 222-23)7 The crucial point is that Enkidu's creation in this passage is non-copulative and non-personal, almost an inorganic reproduction. Aruru, the divine mater creatrix,8 is neither Enkidu's mother nor a midwife assisting in his birth. The impersonal character of this creation is amplified by the fact



3. A. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh A New Translation (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: The Penguin Press, 1999),4-5. On the goddess Aruru,see the article by Jeremy Black in this volume. 4. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh, 5. See J.H. Tigay, The Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), 192-97. 5. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh, 10. 6. Ea ersum rttsam $a suprlsu ad sebisu iqqur qatiSSu ilqe  pisu $altam ibtani, "Ea the wise dug out the dirt from under his fingernails seven times. He took spittle (lit.  of his mouth) in his hand, created Saltum"; see B. R.M. Groneberg, Lob der Istar. Gebet und Ritual an die altbabylonische Venusgottin. Tanatti Ktar (Groningen: Styx Publications, 1997), 79 and 91, n. 39. Cf. CAD S, 251b b) and CAD R, 432a b). 7. umbin-si-ni mu-sir ba-ra-an-tum kur-gar-ra-ag ba-an-dim umbin-simina-kam-mamu-sir ba-ra-an-tum gala-tur-ra-agba-an-dim, "He (Enki) removed some dirt from the tip of his fingernail and created the Kurgarra. He removed some dirt from the tip of his other fingernail and created the Galaturra"; see W.R. Sladek, "Inanna's Descent to the Netherworld," Ph.D. diss., (The Johns Hopkins University, 1974), 131,170. 8. For Aruru and other creating goddesses, see M. Stol, Birth in Babylonia and the Bible. Its Mediterranean Setting (Groningen: Styx Publications, 2000), 74-83, where previous literature can be found.
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that the name of the wild, strong, and hairy creature just created is not mentioned at all. He is referred to as ilittifqulti, "offspring of silence" (SB I 104), an epithet that proves that there was no one in the wilderness to pronounce his name. Only after seventy lines is the name "Enkidu" first introduced in the epic (SB 1174), and this, unsurprisingly, happens when the human, civilized surrounding, in the person of the harlot Samljat, approaches the nameless creature. But more than a name, Enkidu fatefully lacked an essential substance: mother's milk. II. "Spawn of a Fish": The Degraded Origin of Enkidu



The impersonal nature of Enkidu's creation is mirrored in Humbaba's curse. Having arrived at their destination, Gilgameg and Enkidu are confronted by the guardian of the Cedar Forest. Humbaba's first words are directed to GilgameS: "Why have you come into my presence?" (SB V 85). Then he turns to Enkidu with these spiteful words: "Come, Enkidu, you spawn of a fish, who knew no father, hatchling of terrapin and turtle, who sucked no mother's milk!" (SB V 86-87). To underpin these harsh words Humbaba mentions that this meeting is not his first encounter with Enkidu: "In your youth I watched you, but near you I went not" (SB V 88).9 Indeed, in the Old Babylonian version of the epic Enkidu himself tells Gilgameg, just before departure, that in the past he had seen the Guardian of the Cedar Forest: "I knew him, my friend, in the uplands, when I roamed here and there with the herd" (OB Y iiil4-15).10 Thus, Humbaba's insults are not accidental, but triggered by the fact—known to the audience as to Humbaba—that Enkidu cannot name his progenitors and that his origin is opaque. Moreover, as will be presently discussed, at this point in the epic Enkidu had already been adopted by Gilgames's mother and, therefore, Humbaba's humiliating words are even more painful, since they degrade both his cosmological origin and his status as step-brother of Gilgameg. To be sure, Humbaba aimed his words precisely at Enkidu's most vulnerable point, namely that he did not drink mother's milk—hence the introduction of fish and amphibious animals, archetypes of non-mammal creatures. A similar topos of creating a series of animals, most of them mammals, from spawn of fish is found in the Sumerian myth Enmerkar and Ensuhgirana (previously known as Enmerkar and Ensuhkesdanna). Toward the end of the myth Urgirnuna, the sorcerer serving the king of Aratta, encounters Sagburu, a wise woman from EreS. The two magicians engage in a magical combat in which they throw spawn of fish (NUN, read agargar a) into the Euphrates, thereby creating different creatures. Five times in succession 9. George, The Epic of Gilgamesh, 41. 10. George, The Epic of Gilgamesh, 109.
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the sorcerer's creatures are overcome by the animals produced by the wise woman. Urgirnuna created a carp out of the spawn of fish but it was taken away by an eagle created by Sagburu. Urgirnuna transformed the spawn to a ewe and a lamb but they were seized by a wolf created by the wise woman. Urgirnuna caused a cow and a calf to come out of the spawn, but these were seized by a lion created by Sagburu. Similarly, an ibex and a wild sheep created by the sorcerer were seized by a leopard that Sagburu caused to be born from the spawn. In the final round of the transformation duel a gazelle created by the sorcerer was seized by a tiger that the wise woman has created from the spawn. The image of a gazelle-like creature born out of spawn of fish is therefore not entirely novel.11 Enkidu does not respond to Qumbaba, but the effect of the insult is immediate. When the vanquished Humbaba starts pleading before Gilgame§ for his life, promising him as many cedars as he wishes and mentioning Gilgame§'s mother—by now she is also the mother of Enkidu!— the latter urges Gilgames' to kill Qumbaba without delay (SB V 145-55; 157-58). IJumbaba, realizing that his fate lies now in Enkidu's hands, tries to persuade Gilgames's companion not to kill him (SB V 175-80). However, Enkidu does not even grant fjumbaba an answer. Rather, he urges GilgameS to do away with the mobster—and Gilgameg slays Humbaba in the thick of the woods. Thus, Humbaba's spiteful words to Enkidu determine the fate of the Guardian of the Cedar Forest, and as consequence, also the fate of the two main protagonists of the epic. III. "Milk of Wild Asses": The Natural Ancestry of Enkidu



But there is another reference in the epic to Enkidu's obscure origin, connected to the leitmotif of his deprivation of mother's milk. The very first words of the lament of Gilgames over Enkidu read: '"O Enkidu, [whom] your mother, a gazelle, and your father, a wild donkey, [did raise,] whom the wild [asses] did rear with their milk, whom the beasts [of the wild did teach] all the pastures..." (SB VIII 3-6).12 With these words the mourning Gilgames tries to comfort his dead friend's troubled spirit by assigning him, post mortem, what he lacked perhaps more than anything else when alive, namely biological progenitors and mother's milk. Interestingly, the picture of Enkidu drinking wild animals' milk exists in the Old Babylonian version: "the milk of the beasts is what he was suckled on" (OB P iii 1 and



11. A. Berlin, Enmerkar and EnsufykeSdanna. A Sumerian Narrative Poem (Philadelphia, 1976), 54-56: 228-48. A new edition of the text can be found in J. Black et al., The Electronic Corpus of Sumerian Literature § 1.8.2.4 (Enmerkar and En-suftgir-ana), http: / /www-etcsl.orient.ox.ac.uk/. 12. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh, 63. For the reading of these lines see CAD S, 318b c).
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v20).13 Yet the Old Babylonian version does not say that it was his mother's milk that Enkidu used to drink, nor thaf Enkidu had any biological parents. The Old Babylonian text remarks that Enkidu used to drink wild animals' milk just to explain the astonishing fact that, when offered bread and beer, the wild creature did not know what to do with these most basic victuals. The Standard Babylonian version, on the other hand, expands on this point and returns to the theme of Enkidu's emotional pain concerning his inability to name his parents, and his deprivation of true mother's milk. IV. "/ Take For My Son...": Enkidu's Emotional Bond



The last episode in the epic to be treated here is the adoption of Enkidu by Gilgames's mother, Ninsun. The passage is unfortunately badly preserved, but it is clear that, just before the two companions departed for their perilous voyage to the Cedar Forest, Ninsun adopted Enkidu as her son: "'O mighty Enkidu, you are not sprung from my womb, but henceforth your brood will belong with the votaries of Gilgames, the priestesses, the hierodules and the women of the temple'. She put the symbols on Enkidu's neck" (SB III 121-24).14 The culmination of the ceremony—a typical performative speech-act, combining verbal declaration with accompanying ritual15—was the pronouncement: "Enkidu, whom [I love,] I take for my son" (SB III 127).16 Despite his not being biologically descended from Ninsun, Enkidu gained an inalienable bond with the goddess and, as a consequence, with her son Gilgames. In striking contrast to Enkidu's epithet "offspring of silence" (SB 1100-4), the durable attachment of Enkidu to Ninsun commences when Ninsun called Enkidu by his name, both providing him with a family and identifying him. It is not hard to understand why Ninsun decided to adopt Enkidu. It was clear to her, as to the elders of Uruk, that without Enkidu the chances of Gilgame§ returning home safely from his expedition were very slight. Enkidu must remain beside him all the way, to guide and protect him. As for the return journey, Gilgames will gladly return to Uruk triumphantly, to his natal town that is also his kingdom, and where his mother lives. But what would prevent Enkidu from staying in the uplands, so well known to him since his youth? It would have been only natural for Enkidu to try and re-integrate into the wilderness, to return to the mountains, his native 13. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh, 104 and 106. 14. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh, 27. Cf. CAD Q, 49b d) s.v. qadiitu. 15. On performatives in Akkadian literature, see N. Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts (Leiden-Boston: Brill-Styx, 2003), 168-69. 16. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh, 27. For the reading a-na-ku dEN.KI.DtI DUMU!-[ia...], see RJ. Tournay and A. Shaffer, L'epopee de Gilgamesh (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1994), 104 n. 22.
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environment, rather than going back to the civilized world, to Uruk. Ninsun's love and affection drew him to her against what may have been his natural inclination, and by formally offering Enkidu her motherhood she obliged him, emotionally, to return with Gilgameg to Uruk. From his mysterious cosmological creation through his adoption by Ninsun, via the degraded version of his origin in Qumbaba's curse and the natural ancestry assigned to him by Gilgames, Enkidu's insatiable yearning for tangible parental origin appears to be a forceful drive throughout the epic.



APPENDIX "Born of Earth": Evidence for Spontaneous Generation in Old Babylonian Incantations Short cosmogonies, often construed in a chain-like pattern ("X gave birth to Y, Y gave birth to Z," etc.), are typical of Mesopotamian incantations and medical texts.17 In such descriptions of creation, muddy surroundings are regarded as engendering small creatures, such as flies and worms, e.g., the Old Babylonian incantation YOS 11, 5: 1-4: "Anu inseminated heaven; heaven bore earth. Earth bore stench; stench bore mud; mud bore the fly; the fly bore the worm. The worn\_daughter of Gula...(caused damage to the baby's eye, etc.)."18 I would like to draw attention to three Old Babylonian incantations, not construed in the chain-pattern, in which a similar notion of creation can be found. The first text, one of the rare and interesting incantations originating from Mari, is against a biting scorpion. Lines 5-6 of this incantation read as follows: ka-ri-is-ma i-na ap-si-im ti^da-Si? / ul-da-aS-Su a-suru-um ..., "his clay is pinched off in the Apsu; the foundation of the wall bore him...."19 The second incantation, dealing with the catching of a snake, is found on the reverse of YOS 11,19 (the obverse bears an incantation against LamaStu). In lines 18-20 of this incantation we read: [s]a-hu~um ID [...] / sa-hu-um la ID [...] / ib-ba-ni i-na &r['rm](AB.[SiN?]),20""The meadow..., the meadow..., he was born in the fur [row...]."21 The third passage comes from YOS 11,3, a badly preserved and only partially under17. See, e.g., J. Botte'ro, "Les textes cosmogeniques mineurs en langue akkadienne. Variations mythologiques sur le theme de la Cosmogortie," in Mythes et rites de Babylonie (Paris: Librairie Honore" Champion, 1985), 279-328, and N. Veldhuis, "The Fly, The Worm, and the Chain," OLP 24 (1993): 41-64. 18. Cf. Veldhuis, OLP 42 (1993): 62. 19. A. Cavigneaux, "Magica Mariana," RA 88 (1994): 155-61. 20. See W. Farber's collation in YOS 11, p. 64 to this line, which suggests TAB.BA or AB for the last sign. 21. For sa-fyu-um, see CAD S, 56, s.v. safyfyu A (satyu), "meadow, waterlogged land." This is the first attestation of this lemma in Old Babylonian.
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stood incantation against a worm.22 Lines 7-9 of this incantation read: mitum iS-tu er-'se'-tim / i-ba-lu-ta-am-ma / Ifr te-li, "even when the dead will come to life from the netherworld, you (i.e., the worm?) may not come forth (from the earth)." As J. van Dijk remarked, the author of this incantation "seems to think that the dead may come to life from the earth, just as the worm is generated from the mud." Ancient Mesopotamians were observant naturalists and knew that low, drenched, and muddy areas were breeding habitats for worms, flies, and clayey crawling creatures such as scorpions and snakes. The cited passages seem to go one step further and equate contiguity and causality. They take these environments—referred to as Apsu, asurrum, sahum, Ser'um, and u£5wm24— not only as areas where reptiles and insects live and breed, but more specifically, as prima materia, which literally produce and procreate these creatures. This concept of procreation was not restricted to the Mesopotamians. In The Generation of Animals Aristotle presented the concept of spontaneous generation of bloodless animals—but not snakes and scorpions—"which come into being not as the result of the copulation of living animals, but out of putrescent soil and out of residues."25 Similarly the Babylonian Talmud knows of a certain valley wheije a particular mouse is incarnated; on the first day its body is still half earth and half flesh, but by the next day its embodiment is complete and it becomes totally flesh. The same account tells of a certain mountain where snails are rapidly born after the rain.26 Indeed, the idea of spontaneous generation continued to be vividly debated in European scientific thought until the Victorian era.27 Further study is required in order to better assess the ancient Mesopotamian view of spontaneous generation of worms, snakes, and scorpions, especially as this notion was not unique, since there is enough textual and iconographic evidence to prove that Mesopotamian scholars were quite aware of, and even intrigued by, the copulative reproduction of reptiles and by their complex courtship behavior.28 22. See tu-ul-tum, in the first line of the text. 23. J. van Dijk, YDS 11, p. 17. 24. See YOS 11,4: 24, an incantation that mentions a snake living in a foundation pit (ussum). 25. A.L. Peck, Aristotle: Generation of Animals (London and Cambridge, Mass.: The Loeb Classical Library, 1943), 5, 715a (see also 761b and 762a). 26. B. Sanhedrin, 91a. 27. See recently J.E. Strick, Sparks of Life: Darwinism and the Victorian Debates over Spontaneous Generation (Cambridge, Mass, and London: The Harvard University Press, 2000). 28. See A. Cavigneaux, "La Pariade du Scorpion dans les Formules Magiques Sumeriennes (Texts de Tell Haddad V)," AS] 17 (1995): 75-99.
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